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Tsunami computation using a shallow water model with 
boundary fitted curvilinear grid system - Technical Report 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The west coasts of Peninsular Malaysia and southem Thailand face an active seismic tsunami 
source zon e (clQse_tQ$umat~stan€i- aleng-~u Umla-aflG-±nB-i-a-n-P-lcttes-CFigrr.---

nee, IS coasta e t IS vulnerable to the effects of seismic sea waves, or tsunamis generated 
along this fault line. These events are frequent and often cause little or no damage. However, a great , 
earthquake may generate a large tsunami that may cause extensive loss of life and property damage 

Figure 1: Model domain including west coast of Thailand, Peninsular Malaysia and source zone west 
of north Sumatra (Source: Roy et al. 2006) 



along these coastal belts. This was demonstrated on 26 December 2004 when a magnitude 9.3 
earthquake, which occurred off the west coast of northem Sumatra, Indonesia, generated a most 
damaging tsunami. Penang Island in Malaysia and Phuket in Thailand were lashed by high tsunami 
surges and many lives were lost due to tbe.Imw.n,e&i,an U¥Hlffl ' ef4G94. 

Numerical computation has become a powerful and popular tool to study tsunamis. A number of 
papers have been published on modeling the Indonesian tsunami of 2004 for the west coast of 
Southern Thailand and Peninsular Malaysia after the event 26 December 2004 (see, Roy and Ismail. 
2005; Roy et at. 2006; Karim et aI. 2006). The analysis area is a rectangular region approximately 
between 2° N to 14° Nand 91 ° E to 101.5° E for all of these studies. The model area includes the 
source region of the Indonesian tsunami of 2004. These models are based on depth-averaged shallow 
water equations and were discretized by the finite-difference scheme in Cartesian coordinate system 
with the shoreline represented by stair-steps. hI a stair step model the coastal boundaries are 
approximated along the nearest finite difference gridlines of the numerical scheme and so the 
accuracy of a stair step model depends on the grid size. Since in the stair step models of Roy and 
IsmaiI.(2005); Roy et at. (2006) and Karim et aI. (2006) very fine resolution were not considered, the 
representation of the coastal boundaries in those models were not very accurate. . 

The west coasts of Malaysia and Thailand are curvilinear in nature and the bending is high along 
the coasts of these countries. Moreover, there are some offshore islands including Penang in 
Peninsular Malaysia and Phuket in Thailand. For model flows in a rectangular domain, it is natural to 
use Cartesian grids. Most hydrodynamic models of reservoirs, tidal harbors and estuaries rely on finite 
difference solution of the depth-averaged equations expressed in a Cartesian coordinate frame (Abbot 
et aI., 1973; Falconer, 1980; Kuipers and Vreugdenhil 1973). In practice, a rectangular mesh with 
fixed grid spacing is placed over the domain of interest, usually resulting in non-alignment of the 
physical boundaries with the edges of the computational flow domain. This lack of alignment may 
give rise to major inaccuracies in the solution. For cylindrical or spherical domains, it is natural to use 
cylindrical or spherical grids. Hence in the presence of a curvilinear coastline, it is natural to use 
'boundary-fitted' grids, or generalized curvilinear grids to represent the model boundaries accurately. 

Boundary-fitted curvilinear grid systems provide an approach, which combines the best aspects of 
finite-difference discretisation with grid flexibility. The boundary fitted grid technique makes the 
equations and boundary conditions simple and better represents the complex geometry with a 
relatively less number of grid points. Thus, it significantly improves the finite difference schemes. 
However one difficulty in boundary fitted grid system is that the gridline of the numerical scheme are 
curvilinear and non-orthogonal. In order to apply a regular finite difference scheme the grid system 
must be rectangular. In a boundary-fitted model, the curvilinear boundaries are transformed into 
straight ones using appropriate transfomlations, so that in the transformed space regular finite 
difference techniques can be used. Boundary-fitted grid techniques for coastal dynamics have been 
developed for many regions. Johns et al (1981) used partially boundary-fitted curvilinear grids in their 
transformed coordinate model for the east coast of India to simulate the surge generated by the Andra 
Cyclone of 1977. Johns et al. (1981) used a transformation to transform the irregular physical domain 



into a rectangular S i f domain. Dube et a!. (1985) represented the shoreline of Bangladesh by a 
curvilinear boundary and used the boundary-fitted curvilinear grids and a transformation, similar to 
Johns et al. (1981). Roy (1999) developed a mathematical techni ue to inco' orate island otpeciil-I-----
s cn !liD. a.ues..w.er..e-a:pflFe~ma-teEl-a}Gflg-the-botmda[ y-fitted grid meso 0 oWing 
Johns et al.(1981), the transformation of a spatial coordinate was applied so that the physical domain 
transformed to a rectangular one and the shape of each island also become rectangular in the 
transformed domain. Johnson (1982) employed the elliptic grid generation technique to study the 2-D 
vertical-averaged riverine circulation where non-orthogonal boundary-fitted curvilinear grids for the 
physical domain were generated. Spaulding (1984) built a vertically averaged circulation model using 
boundary-fitted co-ordinates to simulate the M2 tide in the North Sea. Androsov et a!. (1997) made a 
simulation of tide with a 2-D model in boundary fitted curvilinear mesh. 
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(b) Computational Domain 

Figure 2: Boundaries and grid system; (a) curvilinear boundaries and the curvilinear grid system, (b) 
rectangular boundaries and the rectangular grid system 

In this paper, a shallow water model is developed using a boundary fitted curvilinear grid system 
to compute some aspects of the tsunami associated with the Indonesian tsunami of 2004 along the 
coastal belts of Penang and Phuket. The west coasts of Malaysia and Thailand (curvilinear in nature) 
and the western open sea boundary were represented by two functions. On the other hand, the north 
and south open sea boundaries were considered as straight lines. In order to generate a set of non
orthogonal curvilinear grid lines in the model domain and the boundary lines we define two 
generalized functions. The four boundaries of each island are also represented approximately by these 
two generalized functions. Two transformations are used so that the physical domain becomes 
rectangular and the whereabouts of the boundaries of each island are identifiable in the transformed 
domain. . . . ~ ~ . '. l ' .,. ., • '1 



The depth averaged shallow water equations are transformed to the new space domain. 
These transformed shallow water equations are solved in a rectangular mesh of the 
transformed grid system in the transformed space using a regular finite difference scheme. 

2. Conclusions and recommendations 

We have compared the results of our model with our previous models as well as 
observed data. The results of this study indicate that boundary-fitted shallow water model is a 
powerful tool for simulating tsunami along a coastal belt, which is curvilinear in nature. As 
compared with other models, this model can make the grids fit the boundaries and can 
facilitated the handling of boundary conditions as well as the numerical simulation. Thus, the 
model has high simulation accuracy, especially in the vicinity of boundaries. 

A shortcoming of the curvilinear boundary fitted representation is its inability to 
represent coastal and islands orographical detail. To incorporate the bending of coasts and the 
offshore islands with considerable accuracy in the numerical scheme, a very fine mesh 
numerical scheme is necessary. A nested numerical scheme (inner model with fine resolution) 
within the original model (outer model with high resolution) can be developed to record the fine 
orographical detail in the regions of pricipal interest. This work is ongoing and findings will be 
reported in our subsequent work. 



A SHALLOW WATER MODEL FOR COMPUTING TSUNAMI ALONG THE WEST 
COAST OF PENINSULAR MALAYSIA AND THAILAND USING BOUNDARY-FITTED 

CURVILINEAR GRIDS 

Md. Faz1u1 Karima
, G D Rol, Ahmad Izani M IsmaW, Mohammed Ashaque Meaha 
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b Department of Mathematics, Shahja1a1 University of Science & Technology, Sy1het, Bangladesh 

ABSTRACT 

The west coast of Peninsular Malaysia and Thailand is curvilinear in nature and the bending is 
especially high along the coast of South Thailand. In hydrodynamic models for coastal seas, bays and 
estuaries, the use of boundary-fitted curvilinear grids not only makes the model grids fit well with the 
coastline and bathymetry, but also makes the finite difference scheme simple. In this study, a shallow 
water model is developed using boundary fitted curvilinear mesh. The west coast of Peninsular 
Malaysia and Thailand and the western open boundary are represented by two curves, which are 
defined by two functions . The other two boundaries are considered as straight lines along the open 
sea. Appropriate transformations of independent coordinates are applied so that the curvilinear 
physical domain transforms to a rectangular domain and the curvilinear grid system transforms to a 
rectangular system. The depth averaged shallow water equations and the boundary conditions are 
transformed to the new space domain and these are solved in the rectangular mesh of the transformed 
space. The model is applied to compute some aspects of the tsunami associated with the 26 December 
2004 Indonesian tsunami along the coastal belts of Penang in Malaysia and Phuket in Thailand. The 
computed results along the coastal belts are in excellent agreement with the observe data available in 
the USGS website. 

Keywords: boundary-fitted curvilinear grid; shallow water model; Indonesian tsunami 2004 

Mathematics Subject Classification: 86A05, 86A17 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

----"Fhe-w ee'aS Peninsu-la M-a+ays · - aee-a'tl a€t+ve-s-sismi-e-ts-unami-
source zone (close to Sumatra Island) along the fault line between the Burma and Indian Plates (Fig. 
1). Hence, this coastal belt is vulnerable to the effects of seismic sea waves, or tsunamis generated 
along this fault line. These events are frequent and often cause little or no damage. However, a great 
earthquake may generate a large tsunami that may cause extensive loss of life and property damage 

Figure 1: Model domain including west coast of Thailand, Peninsular Malaysia and source zone west 
of north Sumatra (Source: Roy et al. 2006) 
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along these coastal belts. This was demonstrated on 26 December 2004 when a magnitude 9.3 
earthquake, which occurred off the west coast of northern Sumatra, Indonesia, generated a most 
damaging tsunami Eenang Is lancLiIl Mala¥&t u@ hYk;€t if 4hai:iana-were:l-as-h b ' 'n::t'm""""---
surges ana many hves were lost due to the Indonesian tsunami of 2004. 

Numerical computation has become a powerful and popular tool to study tsunamis. A number of 
papers have been published on modeling the Indonesian tsunami of 2004 for the west coast of 
Southern Thailand and Peninsular Malaysia after the event 26 December 2004 (see, Roy and Ismail. 
2005; Roy et at. 2006; Karim et al. 2006). The analysis area is a rectangular region approximately 
between 20 N to 140 Nand 91 0 E to 101.5 0 E for all of these studies. The model area includes the 
source region of the Indonesian tsunami of 2004. These models are based on depth-averaged shallow 
water equations and were discretized by the finite-difference scheme in Cartesian coordinate system 
with the shoreline represented by stair-steps. In a stair step model the coastal boundaries are 
approximated along the nearest finite difference gridlines of the numerical scheme and so the 
accuracy of a stair step model depends on the grid size. Since in the stair step models of Roy and 
Ismail.(2005); Roy et at. (2006) and Karim et al. (2006) very fine resolution were not considered, the 
representation of the coastal boundaries in those models were not very accurate . 

The west coasts of Malaysia and Thailand are curvilinear in nature and the bending is high along 
the coasts of these countries. Moreover, there are some offshore islands including Penang in 
Peninsular Malaysia and Phuket in Thailand. For model flows in a rectangular domain, it is natural to 
use Cartesian grids. Most hydrodynamic models of reservoirs, tidal harbors and estuaries rely on finite 
difference solution of the depth-averaged equations expressed in a Cartesian coordinate frame (Abbot 
et al. , 1973; Falconer, 1980; Kuipers and Vreugdenhil 1973). In practice, a rectangular mesh with 
fixed grid spacing is placed over the domain of interest, usually resulting in non-alignment of the 
physical boundaries with the edges of the computational flow domain. This lack of alignment may 
give rise to major inaccuracies in the solution. For cylindrical or spherical domains, it is natural to use 
cylindrical or spherical grids. Hence in the presence of a curvilinear coastline, it is natural to use 
'boundary-fitted' grids, or generalized curvilinear grids to represent the model boundaries accurately. 

Boundary-fitted curvilinear grid systems provide an approach, which combines the best aspects of 
finite-difference discretisation with grid flexibility. The boundary fitted grid technique makes the 
equations and boundary conditions simple and better represents the complex geometry with a 
relatively less number of grid points. Thus, it significantly improves the finite difference schemes. 
However one difficulty in boundary fitted grid system is that the gridline of the numerical scheme are 
curvilinear and non-orthogonal. In order to apply a regular finite difference scheme the grid system 
must be rectangular. In a boundary-fitted model, the curvilinear boundaries are transformed into 
straight ones using appropriate transformations, so that in the transformed space regular finite 
difference techniques can be used. Boundary-fitted grid techniques for coastal dynamics have been 
developed for many regions. 10hns et al (1981) used partially boundary-fitted curvilinear grids in their 
transformed coordinate model for the east coast of India to simulate the surge generated by the Andra 
Cyclone of 1977. 10hns et al. (1981) used a transformation to transform the irregular physical domain 
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into a rectangular Science of domain. Dube et al. (1985) represented the shoreline of Bangladesh by a 
curvilinear boundary and used the boundary-fitted curvilinear grids and a transformation, similar to 

------:JuIIlIS et a l7i I"9'81rR:qr(~~J:devetoped a I lIattremat i ca l-tedlil i gtte-tc-inccrrpurat-e-i~I'3.TI er spee±al--
shapes, each of whose boundaries were approximated along the boundary-fitted grid lines. Following 
Johns et al.(1981), the transformation of a spatial coordinate was applied so that the physical domain 
transformed to a rectangular one and the shape of each island also become rectangular in the 
transformed domain . Johnson (1982) employed the elliptic grid generation technique to study the 2-D 
vertical -averaged riverine circulation where non-orthogonal boundary-fitted curvilinear grids for the 
physical domain were generated. Spaulding (1984) built a vertically averaged circulation model using 
boundary-fitted co-ordinates to simulate the M2 tide in the North Sea. Androsov et at. (1997) made a 
simulation of tide with a 2-D model in boundary fitted curvilinear mesh. 

y =L 
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y = O 

1..-

x ~ 

(a) Ph sical Domain 

.::$ 

II 

(b) Com utational Domain 

Figure 2: Boundaries and grid system; (a) curvilinear boundaries and the curvilinear grid system, (b) 
rectangular boundaries and the rectangular grid system 

In this paper, a shallow water model is developed using a boundary fitted curvilinear grid system 
to compute some aspects of the tsunami associated with the Indonesian tsunami of 2004 along the 
coastal belts of Penang and Phuket. The west coasts of Malaysia and Thailand (curvilinear in nature) 
and the western open sea boundary were represented by two functions . On the other hand, the north 
and south open sea boundaries were considered as straight lines . In order to generate a set of non
orthogonal curvilinear grid lines in the model domain and the boundary lines we define two 
general ized functions . The four boundaries of each island are also represented approximately by these 
two generalized functions . Two transformations are used so that the physical domain becomes 
rectangular and the whereabouts of the boundaries of each island are identifiable in the transformed 
domain . Details of incorporating coastal boundaries and islands are described in section 2.4 and 2.5. 
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The depth averaged shallow water equations are transformed to the new space domain. These 
transformed shallow water equations are solved in a rectangular mesh of the transformed grid system 

_____ in_the-.tJ,;ansJ:orn1M~G sH::lcg; ~-U4a t:'ulire-dif.fer~n€€...g@R{}mee.-. --- -----...;;;;..--=-=-------

2. GOVERING EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

2.1 The Original ShalloHJ Water Equations and Boundary Conditions 

The following set of shallow water equations have often been used for modeling tsunami: 

at; a a 
- + -. [(t;+h)u]+-, [(t;+h)v] = 0 
at dx dy 

au au au 
- + L{- + v- - fv 
at ax By 

Bv av av 
- + u- + v- + fu 
at ax ay 

( 
2 2 ~ /2 

at; Cr U U + v ) 
-g-

ax (t; + h) 

( 
2 2 ~/ 2 

at; CJ v U + v ) 
-g--

ay (t; + h) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Here u and v are the x and y components of velocity of sea water respectively, g is gravity, f is 
Coriolis parameter, t; is the displacement of the free surface from the equilibrium state, C, is the 

bottom friction coefficient, h is ocean depth from the mean sea level. 

For numerical treatment it is convenient to express the equations (2) and (3) in flux form by using 
the equation (1). Equations (1) - (3) may be expressed as 

ae; 
- + at 

au av 
+ - = 0 ax ay 

a u a (uu) a (vLi) r -
-+--+--- V at ax ay . 

( 2 2 )12 at; CJu L/ +v 
- g (t; + h) -,- - ----'-----'--

dx t; + h 

_(2,)12 
Bv B(L/V) B(vv) f- at; CJv U +v-
- + -- + -- + u = - g (t; + h) - - ----'---'---"---
at ax ay ay t; + h 

where, (£I , v) (t; + /1) (u, v) 
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2.2 Boundary Conditions 

For closed (coast) boundaries, the boundary condition is that the normal component of the 
vertically integrated velocity vanishes and this may be expressed as 

ucosa+vsina=O for all t ~ 0 (7) 

where a denotes the inclination of the outward directed normal to the x-axis. It follows that the 
velocity component u is 0 along y-directed boundaries and v is 0 along x-directed boundaries. At the 
open-sea boundary, the normal component of the velocity cannot vanish and so radiation type of 
boundary condition is generally used. Following Heaps (1973), the radiation type of boundary 
condition is 

ucosa +vsina = - (g/ hy l2 1; for all t ~ 0 (8) 

Application of a radiation type of boundary condition at the open-sea boundary of a model allows 
the propagation of energy only outwards from the interior in the fonn of simple progressive waves. 

For x = bl (y) condition (7) may be simplified as u + v tan a = 0, which implies that 

u - v tan(J 80 - a) = 0 . This can be written as u - v dx = 0, i.e. u - v db l = 0 . 
dy dy 

Therefore, following Johns et al. (1981), the radiation type of boundary conditions are given by 

U-v db l = 0 
at x = b l (Y) (9) 

dy 

u - V db2 = (g / h) 1/2 1; 
dy at x = b2 (y) (10) 

v + (g / hyl2 1; = 0 at y = 0 (11 ) 

v - (g / h)1I2 1; = 0 at . y = L (12) 
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2.3 Boundary-fitted grids 

and a western open-sea boundary is at x = b2(y). The southern and the northern open-sea boundaries 
are at Y = 0 and y = L respectively. This configuration is shown in Fig. 2a. 

The system of gridlines oriented to x = b,(y) and x = b2(y) are given by the generalized function 

x = {(k-l)b l (y)+lb2 (y)}/ k (13) 

where k = m, the number of gridlines in x-direction and 1 is an integer with 0 $ 1 $ k . 

The system of gridlines oriented to y = 0 and y =L are given by the generalized function 

y={(q - p)O+ pL}/q (14) 

Where q = 11, the number of gridlines in y-direction and p is an integer with 0 $ P $ q . 

Note that equation (13) reduces to x = b/(y) and x = b2(y) for 1 = 0 and 1 = k respectively . 
Similarly equation (14) reduces to y = 0 and y = L for p = 0 and p = q respectively. Now by proper 
choice of I, k and p, q the boundary-fitted curvilinear grids can be generated. 

2.4 Coordinate Transformation 

To facilitate the numerical treatment of an irregular boundary configuration, a coordinate 
transfom1ation is introduced, similar to that in 10hns et al. (1985), which is based upon a new set of 
independent variables 1,], A., y, t where 

(15) 

This mapping transforms the analysis area enclosed by x = bl (y), X = b2 (Y), Y = 0 and y = L into a 

rectangular domain given by 0 $ 17 $ I, 0 $ A $ 1 . Also the generalized function (13) takes the form 

b17 + bl = {(k -/)bl (y) + fb2 (y)} / k 

which can be written as 
I(b - b) 

17 = 2 I. This means 
bk 

1 
17 =

k 
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The generalized function (14) takes the form 
=-----.A--b=-{--(-€j-fJ1fJ..+-pJ; I-q , i-&.I'l i l~1p-l"i,g:.g.s ------------------............ -----.-.......-.......... -=-----

(17) 

For I = 0, we have the eastern coastal boundary 17 = 0 or x = bl (y) and for I = k we have the 

western open-sea boundary 17 = 1 or x = b2 (y) . Similarly, for p = 0, we have the southern open sea 

boundary A = 0 or y = 0 and for p = q we have the northern open-sea boundary A = I or y = L. Thus 
by the proper choice of the constants Ie and q and the parameters I and p, a rectangular grid system can 
be generated in the transformed domain. Figures 2a and 2b show the physical and transformed 
domains and their grids . 

2.5 Representation of Islands 

Every boundary of each island has been broken into several segments and every segment has been 
aligned either along (13) or along (14) so that the boundaries of every island are aligned along the 
boundary fitted gridlines. The representation of the island boundaries are done in such a way so that 
the whereabouts of them have not been lost in the transformed domain. Each of the eastern and 
western boundaries of an island is given by (13) and each of the southern and northern boundaries of 
an island is given by (14). 

I = 0 implies x = bl(y) or 17 = 0 i.e. the coastal boundary and I = Ie implies x = b2(y) or 'Y] = 1 i.e. 

the open boundary. Equation (13) with two different values of I, say, II and 12 with II < 12 will express 
the eastern and western boundaries of an island. Similarly equation (14) with two different values of 
p, say PI and P2 with PI < P2 , will express the south and north boundaries of the island. Thus the 
transformed boundaries of an island are expressed as 

(18) 

2.6 Transformed Shallow Water Equations and Boundary Conditions 

By using the transformations (15), we have 

a I a 
ax b 017 ( 19) 

(20) 
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Taking 17, A, y, t as the new independent variables and using the relations (19) and (20), the 
equations (4) - (6) transform to 

a(bLI;) au 0 v 
--'------=--'- + - + - = 0 

at 017 aA 

a ~I a (ULI) a (Vii) f _ 
-+ +-- - V 
at 017 OA . 

_ (2 ? )1/2 Cil; c/u u +v-
- aL (I; + h)- - ----'---'--

b a17 I; + h 

~v + a~uv) + a~v1) + f~1 = -g (1; +h) [bOI; _ L(db l +17 db)~1; 1 
dt d17 dA aA dy dy d17 

_ (2 ? )112 Crv U +v-

I; + h 

where, U =- u - -+17- v , 1 [ (db l db) 1 
b dy dy 

At x = bl (y) i.e. at 17 = 0 , 

v =~, (ii , v,U, V) = bL(1; + h)(u, v,U, V) 
L 

U = ~ [u.-(db l + 17 db) v] = ~ [u - db l v] = O. 
b dy dy b dy 

At x=b2(y)i.e.at17= 1, 

(2 1 ) 

U=- u - -+ 1· - v =- u---v ,whlchcanbewnttenas U=u --v. 1 [ ( db l db ) 1 1 [ db? ] . . b db2 
b dy dy b dy dy 

Therefore the boundary conditions (9) - ( 12) reduces to 

U =0 at 17 = 0 (24) 

bU - (g/h)1I21; =0 at 11 = 1 

VL + (g / h)1 121; = 0 at A = 0 (26) 

VL - (g/ h)1I21; = 0 at A = 1 
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At each boundary of an island, the normal component of the velocity vanishes. Thus, the boundary 
conditions of an island are given by 

u - 0 

v=o 
at 17 = II I k and 17 = 72 7 k 

at A = PI I q and A = P2 I q 

3. Numerical Discretisation 

(28) 

(29) 

The transformed shallow water equations and boundary conditions were discretised on a staggered 

b, A) grid and solved by a finite difference scheme. 

We define the grid points (17i ' A) in the domain by 

17 =17i = (i - I) ~ 17 , i = I, 2, 3, . . . , In (30) 

AI = (j-1)~A, j=1,2,3, ... , n (31 ) 

The sequence of discrete time instants is given by 
tk=k~t, k=1,2 , 3, ... (32) 

The curvilinear grid system is generated through (13) and (14) . In the transformed domain the 
corresponding rectangular grid system is generated through (16) and (17) with appropriate choices of 
k, q, p and I. The curvilinear boundaries and grids in the physical domain and the corresponding 
rectangular boundaries and grids in the computational domain are shown in Fig. 2. 

The YJ -axis is directed towards west at an angle 15° (anticlockwise) with the latitude line and the 

A -axis is directed towards north inclined at an angle 15 ° (anticlockwise) with the longitude line 
through the origin. In this model the analysis area is extended from 2° N to 14° N latitudes 
(incorporating the west coasts of Malaysia including Penang and Southern Thailand including Phuket) 
and 91 ° E to 100.5° E longitudes. The number of grids in 17 and A - directions are respectively m = 

230 and n = 319. The model area includes the source region of the Indonesian tsunami of 2004. At the 
ocean boundary, radiation condition, in which the tsunami wave is assumed to go out without 
changing its shape, is assumed. At the land boundary (coast), total reflection is assumed. The coastal 
boundary is fixed; that is, no nm-up on the land is considered. The time step of computation is 
determined so as to satisfy the stability condition (Courant condition) and is set to lOs in this 
computation. Following Kowalik et al. (2005), the value of the friction coefficient Cr is taken as 
0.0033 throughout the model area. The depth data for the model area are collected from the Admiralty 
bathymetric charts. 
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4. Initial condition 

Tsunami generation is commonly modele y assummg t lat t e mltIa sea sur ace Isplacement is 
formed by the permanent vertical displacement of the ocean bottom induced by an earthquake. The 
generation mechanism of the 26 December 2004 tsunami was mainly due a static seabed deformation 
caused by an abrupt slip at the India/Burma plate interface. The estimation of the extent of the 
earthquake rapture as well as the maximum uplift and subsidence of the seabed is given in Kowalik et. 
al.(2005). From the deformation contour, it is seen that the estimated uplift and subsidence zone is 
between 92° E to 97°E and 2°N to lOON with a maximum uplift of 507 em at the west and maximum 
subsidence of 474 em at the east so that the uplift to subsidence is approximately from west to east. 
We assume that this sea surface displacement is the same as the ocean bottom displacement, due to 
incompressibility of the ocean. Following Kowalik et. al. (2005) the disturbance in the form of rise 
and fall of sea surface is assigned as the initial condition in the model with a maximum rise of 5 m to 
maximum fall of 4.75 m to generate the response along the western open boundary. In all other 
regions the initial sea surface deviations are taken as zero. Also the initial velocity components in 17 

and A - directions are taken as zero throughout the model area. 

5. Results and Discussions 

In this section, numerical results are given for the model described in the previous sections. Wave 
propagation from the source is computed and the water levels along the coastal belts of Phuket and 
Penang Islands are estimated. Every computed water level is measured with respect to the mean sea 
level. 

Figure 3 shows the time, in minutes, for attaining +0.1 m sea level rise computed through the 
model. Considering the 0.1 m sea level rise as the arrival of tsunami, it is seen that after generating the 
initial tsunami wave at the source region, the disturbance propagates gradually towards the coast. The 
arrival times of initial tsunami at Phuket and Penang Island are approximately 110 min and 240 min. 
According to USGS report the tsunami waves reached at Phuket within two hours time after the 
earthquake [(http://staff.aist.go.jp/kenji.satake/Sumatra-E.html) (Tsunami travel time in hours for the 
entire Indian Ocean)]. The above USGS website data also confirms the fact that the tsunami waves 
reached Penang Island four hours after the earthquake. Hence the time of tsunami strike at the coastal 
regions matches well with the observations. In an earlier study (Roy et al. 2006), it is reported that the 
tsunami waves reached at Phuket and Penang Islands within 90 min and 230 min respectively . While 
the agreement of earlier study is quite good, there is a slightly better agreement in timing in the 
present study using boundary-fitted curvilinear grids. 
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Figure 3: Tsunami propagation time in minutes towards Phuket and Penang Islands 

The propagation of the tsunami towards the west coast of Peninsular Thailand and Malaysia can 
also be seen in Fig. 4, where the sea surface disturbance pattern is shown at four different instants of 
time. At 60 min after the generation of the initial tsunami wave at the source, the sea surface 
disturbance is found to be proceeding towards Phuket (Fig. 4a). At 110 min the tsunami has 
proceeded considerably towards Penang Island after flooding the Phuket region (Fig. 4b). In 180 min 
the disturbance propagates further towards Penang Island and finally at 240 min the tsunami surge is 
hitting the north and west coasts of Penang Island (Fig . 4c, d) . 
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Figure 4a: Computed tsunami disturbance pattern at 60 min 
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Figure 4b : Computed tsunami disturbance pattern at 110 min 
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Figure 4c: Computed tsunami disturbance pattern at 180 min. 
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Figure 4d: Computed tsunami disturbance pattern at 240 min. 
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Figure 5: Time series of computed elevations at two coastal locations ofPhuket Island : (a) West 
coast; (b) East coast 

The computed water levels at different locations of the coastal belt of Phuket and Penang Island 
are stored at an interval of 30 seconds. Figure 5 depicts the time series of water levels at two locations 
of Phuket. At the west coast, the fluctuation begins with recession that reaches up to minimum level 
of -8.0 m before rising up ; then the water level gradually increases to reach a maximum level of 11.6 
m. The fluctuation then continues for several hours with low amplitude (Fig. 5a). At the east coast of 
Phuket also the fluctuation begins with recession reaching a minimum level of - 4.4 m. Then the 
water increases to a maximum level of 5.2 m before going down again ; the oscillation then continues 
with low amplitude (Fig. 5b). Figure 6 shows the time series of water levels at two locations of 
Penang Island. At Batu Ferringi (north coast) the fluctuation begins with recession; the minimum and 
maximum levels attained are respectively - 3.4 111 and 2.6 111 (Fig. 6a). At the west coast the 
fluctuation is also oscillatory with minimum and maximul11 elevations of - 2.2 m and 3.2 m 
respectively (Fig . 6b). 
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Figure 6: Time series of computed elevations at two coastal locations of Penang Island: (a) North 
coast; (b) West coast. 
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Figure 7: Contour of maximum elevation around Phuket and Penang Islands. 

Figure 7 depicts the maximum water level along the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia and 
Thailand. It is found that the maximum water level gradually decreases in the southern direction. In 
the Phuket region the maximum water level ranges from 6 m to 12 m from south to north. The 
maximum coastal surge estimated by this model varies from 18 - 20 m in some locations located 
approximately 50 km north from the Phuket. We compare the computed maximum surge levels with 
that available in the website (\vww.drgeorgepc.com/Tsunami2004/Indonesia.htm]) and Tsuji et al. 
(2006) . In this website address it is reported that wave height reached 7 to 11 m surrounding Phuket 
Island. Tsuji et al. (2006) reported that the largest tsunami height reached up to 19.6 m at Ban Thung 
Dap located at 50 km north from the Phuket. Thus, comparison with USGS website and study of Tsuji 
et al. (2006) is quite good for the Phuket region. Roy et al. (2006) reported that the computed 
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maximum water level at Phuket region is from 3.5 m to 7 m. So the coastal surge estimated by the 
present model shows better agreement with USGS than that of Roy et al. (2006). 

The-.maxj)))]]J]J eJ w atiQ]] a nang I,slallEl ;a~~g6s-from a.teftg he-wes ~.'l"rI1 """"---

ncreasing ren owar s le north. On the east coast, the measures tsunami heights show a decreasing 
trend towards the north. The coastal surge estimated by this model for Penang region matches 
reasonably well with the reported information of Roy et al. (2006) . 

6. Conclusions and recommendations 

The results of this study indicate that boundary-fitted shallow water model is a powerful tool for 
simulating tsunami along a coastal belt, which is curvilinear in nature. As compared with other 
models, this model can make the grids fit the boundaries and can facilitated the handling of boundary 
conditions as well as the numerical simulation. Thus, the model has high simulation accuracy, 
especially in the vicinity of boundaries . 

A shortcoming of the curvilinear boundary fitted representation is its inability to represent coastal 
and islands orographical detail. To incorporate the bending of coasts and the offshore islands with 
considerable accuracy in the numerical scheme, a very fine mesh numerical scheme is necessary . A 
nested numerical scheme (ilmer model with fine resolution) within the original model (outer model 
with high resolution) can be developed to record the fine orographical detail in the regions of 
principal interest. This work is ongoing and findings will be reported in our subsequent paper. 
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